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Trends & Drivers

Cyber security threats are creating increasing demands for trusted, security capability from ICS/SCADA vendors.
We are all facing both an opportunity and risk that must be addressed.

**Demand**: Exponential growth in cyber security attacks and high regulatory pressure

**Market Expectation**: ICS vendor to provide secure products and services

**Strategic Fit**: Cyber security to differentiate offerings, while protecting customers

**Downside**: ICS vendors not always providing security capability will face share erosion

---

"...the cyber threat will be the number one threat to our country (US)." – Robert Mueller, FBI Director, Feb 1st 2012

---

**Market Size & Growth**

USD Billion

- 2013: 1.6
- 2017: 2.3

CAGR 10%

Source: ARC Advisory
Comprehensive Security Offer

Schneider Electric enables a comprehensive portfolio of secure products, solutions & services for our customers to meet this challenge.

- Required to provide competitive and reliable products & platforms
- Centralize security knowledge and have interoperable security solutions
- Complementary end to end consulting, integration, maintenance and managed services worldwide
- Security products interoperable with core offering. Best of breed partnership ecosystem
Trustworthy & Compliant Control Environment (TCCE)

*What it means to be secure.. Our vision for the future..*

- Schneider customers *trust* Schneider to deliver reliable, safe and secure offerings.
- The foundation of this trust is represented at the smallest unit in our products that are combined to produce an offering or solution to solve one or more customer business challenges.
- Changes to the threat-scape now make delivering on this expectation much more of challenging.
- Digitization is connecting our products to the “internet of everything”.
- The internet of everything is opening up unprecedented opportunity but also a significant potential risk for everyone in the industry.
- The trustworthy control environment is comprised of secure products, combined with security services in a tested and validated manner to solve one or more customer cyber security objectives.
Schneider Electric Cyber Security Capability Maturity Model (CS-CMM)
Build Security In Maturity Model (B-SIMM) measures internal software cyber security on 12 dimensions across 4 main topic areas.
Repeatable Standards Based Approach

- Create a Trustworthy & Compliant Control Environment (TCCE)
- Increase the overall Schneider security capability maturity
- Engage deeply with partners to “secure the internet of everything” which includes our devices (Cisco, IBM, HP, et al)
- Continue to culturally integrate cyber security processes into the “way we do things”
- Build a cyber security aware and trained workforce to call upon to build and deliver our offerings securely
- Certify products to meet operational requirements such as DIACAP to enable entry into more regulated markets
- Common Security Platform (CSP) for use on all products
- Embrace standards such as ISO:27034 to demonstrate security capability
Schneider Electric Cyber Security Eco System
To support our global program
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Holistic Approach to Security

Schneider Electric stands by a safe, reliable and secure core offering. SDL is driving security improvements to our products.

Cyber security products & services, increasing prevention, detection & response.

Providing portfolio of services through recognized Schneider Electric's consulting arm & local players

Bringing best third party solutions through partnership ecosystem & ‘vendor agnostic’ mindset
Global SDLP Required and Process Aligned
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## Secure Development Lifecycle for Products and Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Deliverables</th>
<th>PSO Resources and Stage Leads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>On-demand training delivered through our global learning platform</td>
<td>Training content by partner Security Innovation Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require</td>
<td>Completed security requirements checklist per project based on regulatory requirements</td>
<td>Requirements checklist based on industry regulations Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Threat model workshop and final threat model report with next steps</td>
<td>STRIDE methodology and internal report template Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement</td>
<td>Security test report from code security quality tool</td>
<td>Klocwork, Fortify onDemand code scan tools and test labs Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Security test results report with categorized findings by severity</td>
<td>Consultants, Nessus, Achilles, MetaSploit and test labs Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release</td>
<td>Security documentation that details security features and deployment best practices</td>
<td>Standard security document template Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deploy</td>
<td>Deliverables will vary by customer engagement and project scope</td>
<td>Deployment guide based on release package &amp; consulting resource Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respond</td>
<td>Respond to incidents and vulnerabilities reported</td>
<td>PSO &amp; BU Team Resources, Legal and PR Staff Leader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Stage Deliverables
- On demand training delivered through our global learning platform
- Completed security requirements checklist per project based on regulatory requirements
- Threat model workshop and final threat model report with next steps
- Security test report from code security quality tool
- Security test results report with categorized findings by severity
- Security documentation that details security features and deployment best practices
- Deliverables will vary by customer engagement and project scope
- Disclosure report posted to web and external sites such as ICS-CERT where applicable
Global Portal to Support Deployment
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SDL Stages

The graphic below illustrates the SDL Process. Click on a stage to view more information.

Train | Require | Design | Develop | Verify | Release | Deploy | Respond

Purpose

OCP operators will enroll and complete role-based training, with all team members taking the Fundamentals of Secure Software Development course as a foundation for additional role-specific training such as secure coding and threat modeling courses. Understanding the logic and methods of Secure Development Lifecycle will assist OCP operators to employ SDL principles and practices in their development activities.

Policy

- T-100: All SDL operators must be trained on cyber security commensurate with their role as “operators” in the OCP. Where specific training does not exist for a given role, the minimum training required will be the Fundamentals of Secure Software Development, course offered on My Learning Link.
- T-101: Specialist roles in the OCP must take at least the introductory level training offered for their given specialty. For example: Architects must complete the introduction to security architecture, threat modeling and risk assessment offerings. Please see SE-PSO team for more details on complete list of courses offered.
- T-102: Members of the SE-PSO team must take the introductory level courses and all advanced courses in their area of specialization.

Process
Questions?

LinkedIn: Paul Forney & George Wrenn (connect)